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COME WORK WITH US
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Company Profile
Bibby + Brady is owned and directed by Vic Bibby and 
Dael Brady. Founded in 2013, the business was born from 
their shared desire to create beautiful, unique spaces with 
enduring style. Vic and Dael pride themselves on their down 
to earth approach and dedication to designing spaces that 
truely reflect their clients’ lifestyles and aspirations.

WORKING WITH US

We believe that you are greatly affected by your surroundings, and that you 
deserve to live in a space that brings you comfort and lifts your spirits. Great 
interior design doesn’t happen by chance, we carefully research, plan and 
curate all of our spaces.

Bibby + Brady offers a large range of services from full room makeovers 
to complete new builds and renovations. Our team are experts in custom 
furniture design, space planning, kitchen, bathroom and laundry designs, 
window coverings, colour consultations and accessorising.
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The Benefits
WE WILL SAVE YOU MONEY
Although this seems contradictory, as we’ll charge design fees, we will help you to avoid costly mistakes. Have 
you ever bought a piece of furniture only to find that the scale is all wrong once you try it in the room? Or 
painted a room and discovered that the colour is not at all what you were expecting? Are you overwhelmed with 
all of the choices? Let us help you make these decisions. It’s our philosophy to ‘buy it once and buy it right’.

WE WILL SAVE YOU TIME
We can project manage bigger jobs, working alongside and co-ordinating with your architect, builder and 
tradies, answering all their tricky questions throughout the project turning our design into a reality. This lets you 
to get on with your own life - you do what you do best, and leave us to do what we do best.

WE HAVE GREAT RESOURCES
We work with a fantastic curtain and blind maker and installer, and have access to amazing furniture, fabric 
and accessories that are not available to the general public. We can create custom pieces, like cushions and 
furniture, to make sure everything fits perfectly and is just right for you and your home.

WE WILL CREATE THAT ‘WOW’ FACTOR
We have years of experience and will see and think of things that you may not. We think outside of the box and 
may push you out of your comfort zone at times, but rest assured we only want to design an amazing space for 
you to live/work in. All we ask is for you to trust us!

WE DESIGN & CREATE SPACES THAT BRING YOU JOY AND INCREASE THE VALUE OF YOUR HOME
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What our clients say...
“Experience, style and really lovely people who genuinely think about and care about who you are and how you 
want to live now and in the future. I recommend working with interior designers to anyone who is looking to 
make changes in their home. Lots of people perceive it to be costly, but for big renovations like ours, where we 
had an almost total blank page, it took our minds off having to source good quality products ourselves and it 
saved us time and money. And it gave us confidence - we might have ended up with a house that was “popular” 
because it was a best seller in a shop, rather than something that was unique to us and that’s the biggest benefit 
of working with Bibby + Brady”.

Veronica & Jamie Matheson

“With a house build ahead of me and having 
to make decisions for all interior and exterior 
colours as well as soft furnishings, I felt 
overwhelmed. My main concern was making 
costly mistakes or ending up with a white 
box. The wrong white at that!

After a bit of online research of interior 
designers in the Hawkes Bay area, I liked 
the portfolio on Bibby and Brady’s website 
so got in contact. Initially I was interested in 
working with Dael and Vic on the main room 
of the house, an open plan kitchen, dining 
and lounge area. We loved the concepts 
they came up with so much we decided to 
ask them to also help with other areas in the 
house”.

Anne  & Paul Merritt

“When it came time to refurbish our house, which was going to include a new kitchen, I decided to reach out 
to the ladies at Bibby + Brady. From the first visit with Dael and Vic, I felt comfortable. They listened to what 
we liked and disliked about the current layout, and presented some fantastic ideas that we would never have 
thought of ourselves. At no time did I feel uncomfortable with their suggestions or feel pressured into anything 
I was unsure about. Dael and Vic have surrounded themselves with some fantastic suppliers, who were also 

a pleasure to work with. Dael and Vic were 
professionals from start to finish. I would 
not hesitate to recommend these lovely 
ladies to prospective clients. You will not be 
disappointed”.

Fiona  & Graeme Ricketts
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Our Process
In order for us to do the best job possible we need to get to know our client really well. 
We’re designing the space for you, so we need to know who lives there, how you live, 
what you like and dislike, what you hope to achieve… the more information the better.

THE INITIAL CONSULTATION
This is a very important first step. We’re able to see your home and get to know you and your project better. We 
spend up to an hour with you - we’ll walk through your house, before sitting down to ask you relevant questions 
(or in the case of a new build, we’d spend this time going over your plans).

WHAT WE’LL NEED FROM YOU
We’ll need an up to date floor plan, preferably digital, but a paper copy is OK. A clear brief, either emailed to 
us and/or verbal. If you have any inspiration images that’s handy too so we can see what you like - either on 
Pinterest, or good old fashion magazine cut-outs.

OFFER OF SERVICE
After the initial consultation an offer of service will be sent to you outlining how we propose to move forward 
with you and your project, and the costs involved.  

DESIGN STAGE
When you have accepted our offer of service we will put you into our calendar, letting you know our timing. 
Once we’re ready to start we will begin designing your space which is then presented in the form of a design 
board with a furniture plan, and 3D visuals when relevant.
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Our Process continued
PRESENTATION

We will arrange a meeting with you in our office to present and discuss your design along with samples of tiles, 
fabric, flooring, wallpaper, or any other materials used in the concept. If you live outside of Hawke’s Bay and we 
can’t meet with you in person, your design board will be emailed to you and followed up with a phone call to 
discuss it.

Any revisions requested to the initial design will be discussed on a case-by-case basis and may be charged at an 
hourly rate.

PROCUREMENT

Think of us as your personal shoppers. We will itemise furniture, lighting, acessories etc for you, and once 
approved will order, track and manage all purchases.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

We like to visit your site from time to time during the construction stage to check on progress, talk to your 
contractors and see the project through to completion. We’re available for any questions that may arise.

INSTALLATION + STYLING

Installing furniture and styling your home/space is charged on an hourly rate, however when a finished project 
is photographed for our portfolio, we provide styling for the shoot free of charge. 
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Our Services
Concept design

Space planning

Renovations and new builds

Boutique commercial design

Kitchen, bathroom, laundry and wardrobe design

3D visuals

Elevation drawings - for any interior architectural elements such as kitchen, 
bathroom, laundry, and built-in cabinetry  
(NB: we can’t produce technical drawings for, or organise the consent process.  

This is the job of an architect or draughtsperson)

Project management - consulting and liaising with your architect, builders and 
tradesmen to see the project from start to finish

Finishes selection - flooring, kitchen and bathroom finishes & fittings, lighting, 
hardware and more

Colour consultation - interior and exterior colour concepts

Furniture and homewares sourcing and procurement

Curtain & blind making, and furniture re-upholstery - with access to a wide 
selection of fabrics

Custom cushion making and custom furniture making

Interior fit-out and styling



A little more about us...
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DAEL BRADY - interior designer | director

Dael spent many years travelling, and worked in the UK in event 
management before returning home to study Interior Decorating.   

In 2013 she teamed up with Vic to create Bibby + Brady.  Dael is very hands 
on, working with the details from conception to construction, and handling 

all aspects of the project management.  Her friendly, relaxed nature 
reassures clients that they’re in very capable hands.

VIC BIBBY - interior designer | director

Vic graduated from the Wellington School of Design with a diploma in Visual 
Communications Design, and went on to work as a graphic designer for over 10 
years.  Eventually her passion for interiors pulled her into the world of interior 
design where she worked before starting Bibby + Brady with Dael.  Vic loves to 
stay abreast of design around the world, and her philosophy is to create beautiful, 
unique spaces with enduring style.

“The benefits we got out of this partnership is well thought out rooms that 

flow well. There is nothing that Vic and Dael had conceptualised that we look 

at today and wish we hadn’t done. It all works beautifully together and is a 

great space to live in. We were introduced to some design ideas and textures 

that we would never have come up with our own.

The other benefit is that I didn’t make costly errors that I may have done if I 

hadn’t had Bibby + Brady involved”.

Anne & Paul Merritt


